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Descriptive Summary

Identifier  ICU.SPCL.STENN
Title        Stenn, Frederick. Papers
Date         1938-1964
Size         0.5 linear feet (1 box)
Repository   Special Collections Research Center
              University of Chicago Library
              1100 East 57th Street
              Chicago, Illinois 60637 U.S.A.

Abstract      The papers of Frederick Stenn consist of material pertaining to Dr. Stenn's unpublished biography of Dr. Ludvig Hekteon (1863-1951), a noted Chicago pathologist and surgeon at Rush Medical Hospital. The collection includes correspondence, the original typescript of "Ludvig Hektoen, Medical Mentor of the Midwest," photocopies of manuscript, photographs, and an issue of Archives of Pathology. Related material can be found in the Crerar Manuscript 74, Ludvig Hektoen, Records of Clinical Case Histories, 1885-1889, and Crerar Manuscript 75, Papers of Ludvig Hektoen, 1913-1947.

Information on Use

Access         The collection is open for research.

Citation       When quoting material from this collection, the preferred citation is: Stenn, Frederick. Papers, [Box #, Folder #], Special Collections Research Center, University of Chicago Library

Scope Note     The papers of Frederick Stenn consist of material pertaining to Dr. Stenn's unpublished biography of Dr. Ludvig Hekteon (1863-1951), a noted Chicago pathologist and surgeon at Rush Medical Hospital. The collection includes correspondence, the original typescript of "Ludvig Hektoen, Medical Mentor of the Midwest," photocopies of manuscript, photographs, and an issue of Archives of Pathology. Related material can be found in the Crerar Manuscript 74, Ludvig Hektoen, Records of Clinical Case Histories, 1885-1889, and Crerar Manuscript 75, Papers of Ludvig Hektoen, 1913-1947.

Related Resources
The following related resources are located in the Department of Special Collections:

http://www.lib.uchicago.edu/e/spcl/select.html

**Subject Headings**

- Helton, Ludvig, 1863-1951
- Stenn, Frederick
- Medicine -- History
- Pathology
- Pathologists

**INVENTORY**

**Box 1**

**Folder 1**

Correspondence, 1953-1964
- Marie Hektoen
- Rich van Dellen
- Ingegerd Ekman

**Box 1**

**Folder 2**

Original typescript "Ludvig Hektoen, Medical Mentor of the Midwest, 239pp

**Box 1**

**Folder 3**

Original typescript "Ludvig Hektoen, Medical Mentor of the Midwest, 239pp

**Box 1**

**Folder 4**

Original typescript "Ludvig Hektoen, Medical Mentor of the Midwest, 239pp

**Box 1**

**Folder 5**

Original typescript "Ludvig Hektoen, Medical Mentor of the Midwest, 239pp

**Box 1**

**Folder 6**

32 original photographs and one lithograph (illustrations to accompany the manuscript)

**Box 1**

**Folder 7**

Photocopy of "Ludvig Hektoen, Medical Mentor of the Midwest"

**Box 1**

**Folder 8**

Photocopy of "Ludvig Hektoen, Medical Mentor of the Midwest"

**Box 1**

**Folder 9**

Photocopy of "Ludvig Hektoen, Medical Mentor of the Midwest"

**Box 1**

**Folder 10**
Photocopy of "Ludvig Hektoen, Medical Mentor of the Midwest"

Box 1
Folder 11
Typescript list, "Bibliography, Ludvig Hektoen," 24p., with holograph annotations, and photcopies of correspondence between Hektoen and Stenn, tipped in

Box 1
Folder 12
Archives of Pathology, July 1938, special issue dedicated to Dr. Ludvig Hektoen